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Bing has shown [l ] that a homeomorphism of S2 into E3 may be

polyhedrally approximated as close as desired. In this paper, we

present sufficient conditions to assure that continuous functions of

S2 into -E3 may be approximated by homeomorphisms.

The usual metric for S2 and E3 will be denoted by p.

A disk is the homeomorphic image of [0, l] X [0, l] =/2. A singular

disk is the continuous image of I2 which cannot be realized by a

homeomorphism. If A is a subset of a singular disk D and / is the

associated function from /2 to D, A will be called nonsingular if/-1

restricted to A is a function.

If/ and g are continuous functions from X into F, the distance from

f to g, p(f, g), is the least upper bound of the set of all numbers

p(/(x), g(x)) for xEX; d(J) is the greatest lower bound of the set of

all numbers p(/, h) where h is a homeomorphism of X into Y and

indicates how closely / may be approximated by a homeomorphism.

If / is a continuous function from X into Y, the set 0/ singular points

0/'/, K(f), is the closure of the set of all xEX with the property that

there is yEX, y^x, such that/(y) =/(x).

The following will be proven:

Theorem. /// is a continuous /unction from S2 into E3 and

(i) /(K(/)) is Q-dimensional,
(ii) no component 0/ K(J) separates S2,

thend(/) = 0.

It will be convenient to have a few lemmas as aids in proving the

theorem.

Lemma 1. Suppose Gi, G2, ■ • • , Gn is a collection 0/ singular disks

contained in a 3-mani/old with boundary, M, 0/ E3 satisfying

(i) each Bd(G,) is nonsingular, polyhedral, and misses Int(G<),

(ii) i/i^j, Bd(Gt)r\Gj = 0.
Then there is a collection G{, G2, • ■ • , G'n 0/ mutually disjoint poly-

hedral disks contained in M such that Bd(G.) = Bd(G/).

The proof of Lemma 1, obtained from Dehn's Lemma [2] and trad-

ing disks, is standard.
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Lemma 2. If f is a continuous function from S2 into E3 satisfying

(i) Kif) is 0-dimensional,

(ii) fiKij)) is 0-dimensional,

thend(J)=0.

Proof. We show that for each e > 0, there is a homeomorphism g of

S2 into E3 such that pif, g) <e.

Since each point of fiS2 — Kif)) is at a positive distance from

fiKij)), by Bing's approximation theorem (Theorem 7 of [l]) we

may assume that fiS2 — K(J)) is locally polyhedral.

Since fiKij)) is 0-dimensional, there is a collection M{, • ■ ■ , Mp'

of mutually disjoint 3-manifolds each of diameter less than e such

that fiK(J)) EzZ IntiMi). Since KiJ) is 0-dimensional, there is a
collection Di, ■ ■ ■ , Dn of mutually disjoint disks in S2 such that

Kif) C E Int(F>,-), /(Bd(D,)) is polyhedral and E/(A)
CElnt(My).

So that we may apply Lemma 1, in each MJ we construct a 3-

manifold with boundary, Mj, and a continuous function F from S2

into E3 satisfying

(i)  F=f on S2-zZlMDi),
(ii)  F(E Bd(Z>,-)) C E KdiMj), FizZ IntiDi)) C E Int(M/),
(iii) for each i, there is a neighborhood of FiD,) which is nonsingu-

lar and polyhedral

(iv) if«Vj, BdiFiDi))DFiDj) = 0.
Suppose Djd), • ■ ■ , Dj(,) are the disks in S2 such that f(E DJ(i))

ElntiMf). For each 2)/«), there is a disk £/«) such that Dj^C^KiJ)

CInt(£/fi))CInt(Djfi)). Since /(E 22/to) is at a positive distance

from both/(52 — E Int(D/(0)) and the complement of Mj, /(E E/<o)

may be covered by a finite collection <ri, • • • , <rr of tetrahedrons in

general position and /(^ 2ij(o) C D Int(ff,-), E°Vdnt(M/) and
E<^Fy(S2-Elnt(F>,-))=0. Each annulus f(Djm -Int(£/(0))
may be covered by a solid torus 2jr<o contained in MJ such that

Fj(.) is in general position with respect to E °V and each torus

F/W, *^*1/(Bd(2?j(0))CBd(rJ(0), F/(<)n/(52-EF»/(l)) = 0, and

for k ^ i, Tjd) C\ fiBdiDja))) = 0. Since we may assume

Z^m^E^' 1S connected, Mj= E ^ra^E °V 's tne desired

3-manifold with boundary. Define F on E ■E/<0 to De a simplicial

approximation to / such that

F( E F/(<)) C M/, Fi E F/(i)) H /( E Bd(2?JW))) = 0

and F=/on E(i)/(.)— £/(.))•
The collection Fi^ Dju)) and Af/ satisfy the conditions of Lemma

1. Let gj he the natural homeomorphism with domain E Arco- Then
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gj(T,DJ(i))EMj, gj(Bd(DjW))=/(Bd(DJ{i))) and p(J, g.,)<t since
Mj is of diameter less than e.

Defining g=/ on S2— 222 Dju) and g = g/ on each set ^Z A/co
such that F(52 Dj(u) EMj completes the proof of Lemma 2.

We begin the proof of the theorem by defining M as the set of com-

ponents of point inverses/-1 (I) for tEf(S2). No element of M sepa-

rates S2 since the nondegenerate elements of M are components of

K(f). By Theorem 3.40 [3], there is a monotone mapping m from S2

onto S2/M and a light mapping X from S2/M onto /(S2) such that

/=Xw. We show that d(X) =d(m) =0 which implies that d(Xm) =d(f)
= 0.

By (2.1)' (p. 171 of [4]), S2/M is topologically S2.

To show that d(X)=0, it is sufficient to show that dimension

X(iC(X)) ^0. For, if dimension X(i£(X)) = — 1, X is a homeomorphism

and d(\) =0. If dimension \(K(\)) =0, dimension A/X) =0 since X is

light and A^(X)CX_1X(A(X)). Thus X satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 2 and <f(X)=0. Therefore, suppose yEK(X). Then X_1X(y)

and m_1X_1X(y) are nondegenerate. Since/_1X(y) = w1X-1(y),/_1X(y)

is nondegenerate and X(y) is an element of /(K(/)). Therefore,

X(A(X))C/(A(/)). Since dimension f(K(/)) =0, dimension X(X(X))
^0, thus showing d(X) =0.

To show d(m) =0, we observe that if P is a component of m(K(m)),

m~1(P) is connected and contained in a component of K(m). But,

since the image of every component of K(m) is a point, P is a point.

Therefore, m(K(m)) is 0-dimensional and, since it is compact, can be

covered by a finite collection of mutually disjoint disks of arbitrarily

small diameters with m(K(m)) contained in the interiors of the disks.

The inverse of each disk is a disk since it lies in S2 and its boundary is

a simple closed curve. Thus, the mapping m!, which is equal to m on

the complement of the disks and maps each disk homeomorphically

onto its image under m, is a homeomorphism and p(m, m') is arbi-

trarily small. Thus, d(m) =0.
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